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ur meeting started at 7:10. Mike Daum, our President, greeted
the members. Mike spoke about our upcoming Show and
Exhibit. Mike asked the members to turn in the Exhibit forms.
Mike stressed the importance of having many projects displayed at the
show.
A personal thank you goes out to Joe Bottigliere, Mike Luciano, Rich
Macrae, Frank Napoli, Bill Leonhardt, Ben Nawrath, Charlie
Morehouse and Kara Kvilekval for volunteering and doing Seminars at
the Show.
Thank you goes out to all the Volunteers who helped to make this
year’s show a success. Thanks to Harry Slutter, Show Chairman and
Mike Daum for your tireless efforts.
Elections for the LIW Board of Directors were held during our
November meeting. Thank you to Charlie Felsen and Frank Pace, our
Nominating Committee. All seats ran unopposed. The 2017 Board
of Directors are:
Mike Daum – President
Bob Urso - Vice President
Mike Luciano – Treasurer
Jim Heick – Secretary
Joe Bottigliere – Membership Chairman
Ed Piotrowski – Trustee
Rich Macrae - Trustee
It is time to renew your Membership. Dues are $35 for Main Club, $25
for first two SIGS, $15 for third SIG and $10 for fourth SIG. (Total
for General membership and all four SIGS = $110) Please see Joe
Bottigliere, Membership Chairman at the December meeting. Forms
are available in the Newsletter and online in our website.
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Next meeting
Wednesday
December 7th 7 PM
Toys for Tots
Brush Barn

The next Board of Directors Meeting will be held Monday, December
12th @ New Village Recreation Center. 20 Wireless Rd, Centereach.
The meeting will start @ 6:30PM. All members in good standing are
invited to attend. Anyone wanting to speak before the board is asked
to send in a request to Jim Heick- LIW Secretary @ islanderfan1960@yahoo.com. Please include your topic in the email.
December is our Toys for Tots collection. All members re encouraged
to make/buy toys for the needy children. The Marines will be on hand
to collect them. Monetary donations will be collected also. Also, members are encouraged to bring a dessert to the meeting to celebrate the
Holidays.
Our speakers for the evening were Corey Tighe and Bill Leonhardt. A
presentation was given on various techniques using Kreg Jigs for pocket screws in a box construction, as well as securing a face frame for cabinetry. Corey also demonstrated the Festool Domino Joiner. He
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explained the differences between the Domino system vs a Biscuit joiner. Corey and Bill answered many questions
from the members. Their ime and efforts were appreciated by all members. A special Thank you goes out to Corey
and Bill.
Gabe Jaen, former President of the Long Island Woodworkers, passed away on November 23rd. Our condolences
go out to Aimee, his Wife and their entire family.
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ACTIVE MILITARY
PERSONNEL _________

2017 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this
form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:
Joe Bottigliere
1238 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716
Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers
NAME:__________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________
City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________
Telephone:__________________________________________________
E Mail Address:_____________________________________________
Alternate Telephone:______________________________________
Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________
Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________
How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________
What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________
COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________
SIGS Additional - $25 ea first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:
CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________
$110 for full membership AND four SIGs.
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

DARYL ROSENBLATT

n Wednesday, November 23rd, our dear friend
Gabe Jaen passed away. Gabe we a former president and secretary for the Club, and a constant
friend, mentor and supporter of all. I could go on for
quite a while about what he did for the members and the
club in general, but feel it best if we share some of our
joint memories and stories of Gabe. A few photos of
Gabe’s work (along with his wife Amie holding one of
his projects) follows. Gabe was a husband, father, grandfather, great grandfather (and almost a great great grandfather), engineer, woodworker, friend, companion, and
leader.
JOE BOTTIGLIERE

spruce! They just dismantled them when done and threw
all the wood out. I couldn’t believe it but he said that was
the only way to see the flaws, today you can build a battleship on the computer screen. When he was President
I hadn’t really presented before but I brought in a piece
for show and tell. He was supposed to give the presentation that night. He liked it so much instead of him giving
the scheduled presentation he told me, “You’re talking
about that piece tonight, just tell everyone how you built
it.” I flubbed through for about an hour but it worked
out. Afterwards he said, “Great job, when you doing the
next one?” He didn’t want attention but was willing to
give it to everyone else. I haven’t seen him in a long time
but that doesn’t mean I hadn’t thought of him. Like the
friends I have lost over the years there will always someOne story I have was of a presentation Gabe made many
thing to trigger my memories of him. I will cherish his
years back. He was talking about a Shaker chimney cabimemory.
net he had worked on. The piece was near perfect. That
is until he pointed out how he had pegged the tenons on
the door frame. Or so it appeared until you realized that DARYL ROSENBLATT
he put the pegs in the stiles rather than in the rails to grab
the tenons! He was able to laugh at himself and kept the Gabe and I spent a weekend together in Connecticut,
pegs as a design feature. I was so impressed that he had taking a hand plane class with Garrett Hack. I could say
the courage to point that out on stage in front of the the usual, “He was wonderful company,” (he was); or
entire membership that it obviously stuck with me all how we found out we each had the same time share but
these years. There were many other such goofs that we in different months; or after telling him we had a great
all shared with each other over time, but that one was a tour in Puerto Rico where the time share was, at
Arecibo, the amazing radio telescope built into a mounkeeper.
tain, he mentioned offhandedly, that he was on the engiAnother aspect of Gabe that struck me took place dur- neering crew that designed and built it; or how he weling a conversation I had with Gabe and Harry Diaz on a comed me the first meeting I attended; or how he martrip to some woodworking show. I was so impressed and veled that a large group of people could spend a weekhumbled at the design and engineering career that Gabe end together and marvel at the lack of profanity (nobody
and Harry shared. The projects and tasks they worked on ever heard Gabe curse); but in that class he actually
through the sixties and seventies made me envious of changed my woodworking life. He asked Garrett to
their experiences. Yet, they were so matter-of-fact about explain how scratch stocks worked. Anyone who sees my
it – it was just a job.
work now knows I put inlay into almost everything.
Except when Gabe asked about it, I had no clue what a
scratch stock was, I never even heard the term. Gabe and
CHARLIE JAMES
I belonged to another club together, one we could do
Gabe was one of the first of the many friendly faces to without: We both had children who died. We spent times
greet me when I first walked in the brush barn. A hum- talking about that as well. So Gabe, thanks for not only
ble guy, he spoke of his mistakes readily but was not so your friendship, your intellect, your decency, but for your
quick to point out his woodworking talents. Great wood- unknowingly (probably he did know, he was very smart
worker, great teacher, great friend. Years ago, when mak- and perceptive) make me a much better woodworker.
ing the alter for Steve Costello’s sister’s church we talked
about his engineering career and how much it had
changed. When he and Harry first started designing battleships they actually built them top to bottom out of

O
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MIKE LUCIANO
We met once a week for the last several years. For laughs
we call ourselves the Greenlawn Geriatric Group, Steve,
Gabe, Harry, Carl and me. We did some woodworking,
went to lunch, told stories and laughed a lot. I really look
forward to Thursdays. We lost John Keane and now
Gabe. Gene has joined our group as has Ray so we continue but Gabe will be missed. A very nice person, always
willing to share, always willing to help.

Bacardi Select Rum, straight up in a snifter, a manly
drink.
I would stop by his house in the late afternoon for some
quiet conversation, and out would come the Select rum,
just the right elixir to liven the conversation, and some
great conversations they were, I shall miss those the
most.
Wood, life, his career, we covered the gamut and I would
listen closely and enjoy the ready smile.

RICH MACRAE

ADAM FISHER
We were holding a dovetail seminar or shop tour at my
house several years back and we were all kibitzing about Gabe will be missed by all of us who knew him. I
wood stuff when Gabe asked me about my new table remember his wonderful loud whistle to call the meeting
saw and I mentioned that it was still crated in the garage. to order. I remember visiting his house to ask him to
check on some plans I was working on for a piece of furHe look at me with surprise and said,”Llet’s get that niture. I remember him coming to my house to see my
sucker down here!” Keep in mind that Gabe was in his shop and report on it to the Woodrack. (He was very
mid to late 70’s at the time, as was his dear friend Harry kind. What he wrote was much nicer than reality.) I
Diaz who, if memory serves, was there as well. There remember him graciously sending me Jewish holiday
was another fellow or two but their names escape me cards He epitomized what is so great about our club. May
presently, I apologize.
he rest comfortably in the shelter of God’s embrace.
I said to Gabe, no way, I couldn’t have of his experience
help move a 350 # saw done 5 stairs to my basement, but
he was insistent, so we got it done. Two things impressed TONY ZAPPIA
me that day, one how strong that guy was and that he
When I joined the clug with Mr. Ed Dillon, I looked like
wasn’t taking no for an answer. To add to it, Gabe and
biker trash; a real dirt bag. The first time I had the pleaHarry set up the saw and made the necessary adjustment
sure of talking with Gabe turned out to be a great honor.
to get it up and running! Amazing!
We had some laughs about stupid stuff. He was, excuse
Some of my other fondest memories of Gabe is how he me, IS, a real gentleman. I am sorry of his passing.
introduced me to his favorite afternoon beverage;
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JOHN KEANE EXCELLENCE IN CRAFTSMANSHIP AWARD

Gary Mahew
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FURNITURE 1

Fir st Place Nor man Bald
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SECOND PLACE JUSTIN MATRANGA
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FURNITURE 2

Fir st Place Brian McKnight
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SECOND PLACE CHARLIE MOREHOUSE

THIRD PLACE JOE BOTTIGLIERE
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TURNING 1

Fir st Place Henr y Zipperien
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SECOND PLACE ED MOLONEY

THIRD PLACE CHARLIE FELSEN
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TURNING 2

Fir st Place Mike Josiah
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SECOND PLACE KARA KVILELVAL

THIRD PLACE JEAN PIOTROWSKI
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SEGMENTED TURNING

Fir st Place Gar y Mayhew
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SECOND PLACE PETER SCHULTHEISS

THIRD PLACE DON DAILEY
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SCROLLWORK

Fir st Place Alain Tiercy
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SECOND PLACE JOE PASCUCCI

THIRD PLACE ROBERT CARPENTIER
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ACCESSORIES

Fir st Place Ed Moloney
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SECOND PLACE ROBERT CARPENTIER

THIRD PLACE JIM HENNEFIELD
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CARVING

Fir st Place Rich Zimmer man
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SECOND PLACE LEO MEILAK

THIRD PLACE ROGER SCHROEDER
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INTARSIA

Fir st Place Rober t Car pentier
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SECOND PLACE ROLF BEUTTENMULLER
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TOYS/CRAFTS/GAMES

Fir st Place Roger Schr oeder
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SECOND PLACE ROBERT CARPENTIER

SECOND PLACE LEO MEILAK
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UNIQUE

Fir st Place Andi Stix
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HONORABLE MENTION JUSTIN MATRANGA

HONRABLE MENTION IRIS ZIMMERMAN
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JUDGES COMMENDATION ED MOLONEY
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SSOW

STEVE BLAKELY

T

he Secret Society of Woodcarvers meeting is held on the last Wednesday of each month at 20 Thompson
Street, Kings Park at the American Legion Hall. Normally we have minutes of the meeting posted in the
Woodrack, but because of the lateness of our meeting in regards to the publication of the Woodrack, we
often do not have our minutes published in a fashion manner. As a result, it has been decided that unless we have
something real important to say, we will not be submitting minutes to the Woodrack.
This month we do have two items to report on. 1) The existing SSOW Board (Frank Napoli, President; Amy Napoli,
Vice President; Iris Zimmerman, Treasurer and Steve Blakley, Secretary) will remain in place. 2) It was voted that
the annual SSOW Christmas and ice cream party will be held the last Wednesday of JANUARY each year. This is
to offset the amount of parties that are held in December that most of our members participate in. 3) We will begin
a group project in which we will do 'faces'. However, we will do one aspect of the face at one meeting so that we
can concentrate on that aspect. For example, one meeting might just be eyes, another mouths, another ears,
etc.

JIM MOLONEY’S SHOW PHOTOS
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THE GREATPLANE SHAVING
CONTEST OF 2016

R

ecently we hosted our 20th annual exhibit.
Personally, I found it to be a great show all
around. One reason for that, at least it’s obvious
to me, was thanks in part to a well-organized, proficiently run and enthusiastically attended plane shaving contest. It was the perfect opportunity for the most intrepid
of hand plane
users … and
one not so
much. It was a
heated battle
between
a
dozen or so
blade wielding
f lat-boarders
plus
one.
Amidst
the
furry and flurry
of
wispy
c u p r e s s
nootkataensis
shavings there
was one who
stood bold – a
bit shaky and
flat footed –
but
proudly
next to some of
long Island’s most famous wood shavers.
The first shavings submitted for verification were pushing .003”; Then .002”; Then the .001” mark was broken.
As the piles of cedar grew thicker on the floor, the shavings grew thinner on the plane. As one shaving appeared
to yield a winner another would immerge to dash their
hopes and raise the expectations of yet another. Still,
confidence levels were high for the experienced furniture
makers. From Jim to Bob to Charlie back to Jim to Mike;
Charlie; Rich: the title slipped from one to the other and
back. The suspense was overwhelming.
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emerged. But whose was it? All the likely competitors
were at the sharpening station preparing for the next
round. All but one, that is. There, standing alone at the
official measuring station stood a man with a plane in
hand. The plane, not his conventional tool of choice, was
the one that would bring him ultimate victory over all his
a d v e r s a r i e s.
The tool that
had yielded a
mere 0.00090”
thin shaving;
The
tool
belonging to
no other than
wood turner
extraordinaire:
Steve Fulgoni.
Yes, the one
known
for
precise
and
shapely turnings will be
immortalized
as the one to
topple all flatboarders in the
Long Island
Woodworkers!
His shaving stands as a record and example for the club.
For his win, Steve will be awarded a $100 gift certificate.
Steve’s incredible (and verified) shaving was seconded by
that of our illustrious Mike Daum who presented a formidable 0.00136”. This gets Mike a $50 gift card.
Honorable mention goes to a previous titlist, Rich
Macrae for touting a 0.00145” shaving.

All of the other competitors demonstrated decent sharpening and planning skills with their undersized shavings.
Even several visitors participated (though not for competition) in taking a shaving or two. I was thrilled to see
Then, as if wielding a light-saber, a whisper, a feather, a the involvement and hold high expectations for future
cedar peel not much thicker than the air it floated upon participation. Thanks to all participants!
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The Marketplace
Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
L.I. School of Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air compressor; drills, hand tools etc.
Harry Aristodou 516-306-4780 aristidouhc@msn.com
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